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Tourism Tax (Amendment) Bill 2020

As announced in the 2021 Budget on 6 November 2020, the Government has proposed 
the expansion of the scope of imposition of Tourism Tax on accommodation booked 
through online platform

The above is proposed to be effective 1 July 2021.

The Tourism Tax (Amendment) Bill 2020 has recently been tabled in the Malaysian 
Parliament on 10 December 2020. 

We set out below some of the salient points in the Bill.

 The scope of the Tourism Tax has been made extra-territorial, and includes a digital platform 
service provider whatever his nationality or citizenship.

 “Digital platform service provider” means any person who provides service relating to online 
booking accommodation premises to a tourist whether such person is in Malaysia or outside 
Malaysia.

 “Service relating to online booking accommodation premises” means any online service 
relating to the booking of accommodation premises that is delivered automatically over the 
internet or any other electronic network.

 Where Tourism Tax has been paid by the tourist to the digital platform service provider, the 
accommodation operator shall not collect the tourism tax from the tourist, provided that the 
tourist submits proof of such payment.
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 The accommodation operator needs to issue an invoice, receipt or other document showing 
the rate and amount of Tourism Tax payable within thirty (30) days from the date the 
accommodation is provided or such extended period as may be approved by the Director 
General (“DG”).  For digital platform service provider, the thirty (30) days is from the date the 
accommodation is made available. 

 An accommodation operator can apply in writing to the DG of the Royal Malaysian Customs 
Department (“RMCD”) to vary the taxable period.

Obligation specific to a Digital Platform Service Provider

 We set our below a summary of the obligations specific to a digital platform service provider:

Scope Obligation

Imposition Tourism Tax shall be charged and levied on a tourist staying at any 
accommodation premises made available through service relating to 
online booking accommodation premises provided by a digital service 
provider at the prescribed rate (currently fixed at RM10 per room per 
night).

Duty It is the duty of every digital platform service provider who made 
available an accommodation premises through service relating to 
online booking accommodation premises to collect the Tourism Tax 
from the tourist.

Registration There is no threshold for registration. 

Every digital platform service provider is liable to register in a 
prescribed manner, within thirty (30) days from the date the digital 
platform service provider provides the service relating to online 
booking accommodation premises in which the accommodation 
premise is in Malaysia.

Digital platform service providers who provide services relating to 
online booking accommodation premises prior to the coming into 
operation of the registration provision (not disclosed yet but it was 
proposed that the charging and levying of Tourism Tax to be on 1 July 
2021) are required to apply to the DG of RMCD for the registration not 
later than three (3) months before the coming into operation of the 
registration provision.

The DG of RMCD also has the power to register any digital platform 
service provider who is not registered for Tourism Tax with effect from 
the first day of the following month after the information relating to 
the operation of the digital platform service provider became known or 
is made known to the DG.

Note that failure to comply is an offence, and on conviction, the digital 
platform service provider is liable to a fine not exceeding RM30,000 or 
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 1 year or to both. 
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Obligation specific to a Digital Platform Service Provider (continue)

Scope Obligation

Invoice, receipt or 
other document

An invoice, receipt or other document showing the amount of Tourism 
Tax payable needs to be issued within thirty (30) days from the date 
the accommodation is made available or such extended period as may 
be approved by the DG.  

Taxable period Every three (3) months, but application to vary is available.

Returns and 
payment

Returns and payment of the Tourism Tax are due no later than the last 
day of the month following after the end of the digital platform service 
provider’s taxable period.

Failure to furnish the return and make payment by the due date is an 
offence.

Where there is no conviction, late payment penalties ranging from 
10% to 30% of the outstanding Tourism Tax will be imposed, 
depending on the period of delay.

Duty to keep 
records

Every digital platform service provider is required to keep full, true and 
up-to-date records of all transaction which affect or may affect his 
liability to collect Tourism Tax, for a period of seven (7) years.

Exemption Exemptions provisions are available for digital platform service 
provider. However, such exemptions (if any) and the applicable 
conditions, have not been released.

Transitional 
provision

Online booking of accommodation premises made before the 
effective date but the tourist stays at such accommodation premises 
on or after the effective date is not subject to Tourism Tax.
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Our Observations

The expansion of the scope of imposition of Tourism Tax to digital platform service providers 
appears to have wide implications not only to the digital platform service providers, but also the 
local accommodation operators. 

For the digital platform service providers, they need to configure the website / booking system 
to differentiate between Malaysian tourists and non-Malaysian tourists who are making the 
online bookings to determine the chargeability to Tourism Tax. Apart from system 
enhancements and compliance, sufficient awareness needs to be provided to non-Malaysian 
tourists visiting Malaysia on this tax to be collected upfront. Invoice and proof of payment of the 
Tourism Tax would also need to be made available to the tourists, to avoid double taxation. 

For the local accommodation operators, they need to ensure that there’s a mechanism in place 
to ensure Tourism Tax is not charged again if the tourists made the booking via registered online 
platform (and have paid for the Tourism Tax), or that there is no under-accounting of Tourism Tax 
(in the event Tourism Tax has not been collected by the digital platform service providers).

Although there is still about 6 months until the proposed implementation date, digital platform 
service providers as well as accommodation operators alike should start looking into their 
systems and operations, to ensure that all aspects of the Tourism Tax obligations have been 
complied with. This is because the tourists would expect mechanisms are already in place by 
their service providers to ensure that they pay the right amount of tax, and that it does not mar 
their holidays in Malaysia!
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that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough 
examination of the particular situation.
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